The relentless growth in Web functionality and broadband access has enabled a new wave of innovations that are transforming the way people and organizations interact, communicate, and collaborate. This special issue of the WWW Journal collects five articles, which are extensions of the best research papers presented at APWeb 2012 (the 14th Asia-Pacific Web Conference, Kunming, China). These papers went through several rounds of rigorous review by the guest editors and invited reviewers.
The next two papers focus on the topic of outlier detection. The paper, by Shaikh and Kitagawa, "Efficient Distance-based Outlier Detection on Uncertain Datasets of Gaussian Distribution," focuses on uncertain-data management and more specifically proposes a novel approach that enables approximate but more efficient cell-based outlier detection. The paper, by Zhang et al., "Outlier Detection from Large Distributed Databases," concentrates on multiple large distributed databases. The authors present a system called DISTROD (DISTRibuted Outlier Detector) that is able to effectively detect global outliers from distributed databases using a number of optimization and performance enhancing strategies.
Finally, the paper by Huang et al., "Online Mining Abnormal Period Patterns from Multiple Medical Sensor Data Streams," focuses on the very practical challenge of detecting abnormalities in frequently changing medical sensor data streams. The authors develop a MAPPMPS (Mining Abnormal Period Patterns from Multiple Physiological Streams) method and demonstrate its efficiency and effectiveness using a massive real-world data set.
The papers included in this special issue cover several important topics and present some of the key directions in the vibrant and rapidly expanding area of World Wide Web research and related research areas. We hope that these papers provide the community with a better understanding of the current directions and will serve to inspire continued research.
